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Abstract

We study a framework where two duopolists compete repeatedly in prices and where chosen prices potentially affect future market shares, but certainly do not affect current sales. This assumption of consumer inertia causes (noncooperative) coordination on high prices only to be possible as an equilibrium for low values of the discount factor. In particular, high discount factors increase opportunism and aggressiveness of competition to such an extent that high prices are no longer sustainable as an equilibrium outcome (not even in trigger strategies). In addition, we find that both monopolization and enduring market share and price fluctuations (price wars) can be equilibrium path phenomena without requiring exogenous shocks in market or firm characteristics.
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1 Introduction

An important goal of research on price competition in oligopolistic markets is to determine which circumstances are associated with high prices and which ones with low prices. Often these two modes of pricing behavior are connected; for instance, when firms revert to low prices for a fixed or unlimited period in response to a deviation from a coordinated (possibly via a collusive agreement) high price (Friedman, 1971). Such trigger strategies are known to sustain high prices when firms are sufficiently future-oriented (i.e. the discount factor is sufficiently high). Moreover, firm and market characteristics should be sufficiently stable, since periods of low prices (or, price war behavior) can occur on the equilibrium path when exogenous shocks in market demand (Rotemberg and Saloner, 1986), individual demand (Pot et al., 2008), or
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1 Excessive pricing may result from collusive agreements, but might as well arise naturally as a consequence of situational characteristics (Porter and Zona, 1999).
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individual marginal cost level (Athey et al., 2004) are possible. A common design property of the models that predict high prices for high discount factors is the particular time-tradeoff, where a price undercut leads to an immediate demand and profit increase, but to a decrease in future profits due to reversion to profit eroding marginal cost pricing in response to the undercut.

However, a price decrease may not always lead to an immediate increase in demand that suffices to increase immediate profit, although it may induce increased clientele and profit opportunities in the future. Reasons for this include presence of brand loyalty, switching costs, or demand inertia (Fishman and Rob, 2003). When the market is characterized by this property, firms are constantly exposed to a reverted time-tradeoff. Each period, firms have on the one hand the incentive to exploit currently installed market share by setting a high price (harvesting incentive), and on the other hand the incentive to set a low price thereby foregoing immediate profit opportunities in exchange for an increased future market share (investment incentive).² There are two prominent motives for low pricing: a firm may price low in an attempt to increase market share (offensive motive), but could as well price low to avoid loss of market share (defensive motive). These incentives and motives are important and recurrent aspects in our study.

Our model contains two duopolists that compete over a discrete infinite time horizon under possibly varying states of the market. The states are represented by a finite number of possible market shares divisions, including two monopolistic states. At each period, given a competitive state where both firms have a positive market share, firms have the option to either charge a high price or a low price. Since we assume sales in a particular period to equal the market share in that particular period, the high price renders a higher immediate profit. But, by charging the high price a firm runs the risk of losing part of its market share in the subsequent period in case the opponent opts for a low price. Hence, our model explicitly assumes consumers to be inert. We allow for monopolization and bankruptcy by assuming that the two monopolistic states are absorbing. Our model falls within the class of finite discounted stochastic games and we adopt known methods and techniques from that literature in our equilibrium analysis. In doing so, we restrict our attention to (symmetric pure) stationary subgame-perfect equilibria. This provides us with the following results and insights.

For sufficiently low discount factors the harvesting incentive dominates the investment incentive which results in the unique equilibrium prediction of firms charging high prices. When the discount factor is sufficiently large this dominance relation among incentives reverts and firms will opt for the low price. The outcomes with high prices and low prices uniformly over states typically do not co-exist as a stationary subgame-perfect equilibrium. Surprisingly, coordination on high prices can no longer be supported as stationary subgame-perfect

²Farrell and Klemperer (2007) provides a detailed overview of different incentives and effects that appear in oligopolistic markets.
equilibrium. This may even be true when we allow for trigger strategies.

This result contrasts starkly with that found in the standard literature on dynamic price competition, where high discount factors induce sustainability of high prices. Those models typically have the low price outcome as the unique equilibrium prediction of the state game, whereas in our model it is the high price outcome. So, where a high discount factor facilitates high prices in those models, it knocks it down in our model. Hence, after augmenting the standard model with a realistic market characteristic we obtain precisely the opposite expectations on firm behavior and market performance.

Finally, our model is able to give an explanation for monopolization and enduring market share and price fluctuations (price wars) as an equilibrium path phenomenon without the presence of exogenous shocks in market or firm characteristics. Equilibria that induce one of these interesting price dynamics only exist for intermediate values of the discount factors. When the discount factor is too low, firms have no incentive to incur costs today in exchange for future market share, while simultaneously firms do not fear a loss of market share due to the similar lack of offensive motives of the opponent. Hence, both firms exploit their customer base by demanding high prices. When the discount factor is too high, firms resort to aggressive pricing in all states. Incentives to increase market share (or even to monopolize the market) are high and so is the fear for loss of market share.

The paper proceeds as follows. In the next section, we present our model of dynamic price competition with endogenous market share transitions. In Section 3, we restrict attention to the version of the model that has just one competitive state. This is the most concise and analytically tractable version of the model. Within this limited framework we are able to derive some of the main properties of the general model. Moreover, we are able to make some behavioral inferences by investigating the influence of the discount factor on the firms’ incentives. Next, in Section 4, we add two more competitive states. Within this framework we are able to illustrate some of the interesting market share dynamics that are induced by equilibria of our general model. Finally, in Section 5, we generalize the main equilibrium properties found in the earlier sections for the full version of our model. In the final section, we discuss the scope of applicability of our model, and hence our results.

2 General framework

Two duopolists are repeatedly involved in price competition over a discrete infinite time horizon with possibly varying market circumstances. Market circumstances are captured by the state space, consisting of a finite number of states representing market share divisions between the two firms (shares add up to 1). Besides competitive states in which both firms have a positive market share there are also monopolistic states in which one firm serves the full demand. We assume that the two monopolistic states are absorbing; that is, once a firm has reached a state in which it serves the full market it will continue as a monopolist and the
opponent has no possibility to regain demand. For simplicity, we assume for our state space a set of equidistant states: \( S = \{ \left( \frac{k}{K}, 1 - \frac{k}{K} \right) \mid k = 0, 1, \ldots, K \} \). We denote the state \( \left( \frac{k}{K}, 1 - \frac{k}{K} \right) \) by \( s_k \).

Each period, in common knowledge of the present state, the firms simultaneously and independently set prices. Chosen prices have an immediate impact on the profits earned and a delayed effect on the state dynamics. To keep analyses tractable, in our model, we only allow firms to choose between two prices: a high price (action \( H \)) and a low price (action \( L \)). The instantaneous profit of a firm equals its market share times \( h \) or \( \ell \) (with \( h > \ell \)), depending on the firm choosing action \( H \) or \( L \) respectively. In particular, a chosen price has no immediate impact on current sales and hence our model explicitly assumes consumers to be inert. Regarding the consequences for state dynamics, no change in market share division will occur in case the firms choose identical prices. However, in case the firms choose different prices there is a probability that in next period competition resumes in the state where the firm with the lower price has gained \( \frac{1}{K} \) in market share.\(^3\) With the remaining probability mass the process resumes in the same state. Hence, from a state \( s_k \) (with \( k = 1, \ldots, K - 1 \)) only the states \( s_{k-1} \) and \( s_{k+1} \) are directly accessible. We allow firms to randomize their behavior by application of a mixed action. Expected profits and transitions are defined in the usual multilinear fashion.

The competition proceeds as follows. In each period both firms observe the current market share division and decide on their respective prices to charge. Next, depending on the prices chosen, both firms observe the actions chosen and receive their profit. Then the transition of market share divisions for the next period is realized. In the next period, the realized market share is observed by the firms and, again, they have to decide on the price to charge. This procedure continues ad infinitum. At each period firms aim to maximize the present value of the future stream of (expected) profits, discounted by application of the discount factor \( \delta \in [0, 1) \).

Firms are in each period facing the tradeoff between current profits and future market shares. On the one hand there is the incentive to exploit currently installed market share by setting a high price (harvesting incentive). On the other hand there is the incentive to set a low price, thereby foregoing immediate profit opportunities in exchange for an increased future market share (investment incentive). There are, however, two prominent motives for low pricing. First, a firm may price low in an attempt to increase market share or even to obtain a monopoly position (offensive motive). Second, a firm could as well price low to avoid loss of market share and in the extreme case bankruptcy (defensive motive).

The model we study is contained in the class of finite discounted stochastic games and we adopt the conventional concepts and methods in our analyses. The most general kind of

\(^3\)Notice that this approach is in essence identical to an overlapping generations approach with newborn and dying consumers, and where consumers are assumed to behave strategically, though often myopically (cf. Farrell and Shapiro, 1988; Beggs and Klemperer, 1992; Burdett and Coles, 1997; and Cabral, 2007).
strategy that a firm can formulate in this model is a behavior strategy, where decisions (mixed actions) are conditioned on time, state, and full history of all states visited and all actions chosen. A pair of behavior strategies constitutes a Nash equilibrium if given the initial state neither of the two firms can achieve an improvement in present value by a unilateral deviation to another behavior strategy. When there does not exist any combination of time, state, and history where a firm can achieve such an improvement, then the Nash equilibrium is called subgame-perfect.

One particular type of behavior strategy that firms can employ are stationary strategies, where decisions (mixed actions) are independent of time and history, and hence conditioned on state only. A pair of stationary strategies that constitutes a (subgame-perfect) Nash equilibrium is called a stationary (subgame-perfect) equilibrium. Since a firm always has a stationary best response against a stationarily behaving opponent (Blackwell, 1962), for the validation of a given pair of stationary strategies to form an equilibrium, only stationary deviations have to be considered. For finite discounted stochastic games in general, and our model in particular, a stationary subgame-perfect equilibrium is guaranteed to exist (Fink, 1964; Takahashi, 1964; Sobel 1971; Herings and Peeters, 2004).

In this paper we focus on stationary subgame-perfect equilibria. Several motivations for this can be found in Maskin and Tirole (2001). Stationary strategies prescribe the simplest form of behavior that is consistent with rationality, stationarity captures the notion that ‘bygones are bygones’ more completely than does the concept of subgame-perfect equilibrium, and it embodies the principle that ‘irrelevant causes should have no effects’, that is, only those aspects of the past that are ‘significant’ should have an appreciable influence on behavior. The pragmatic motivations they give are that in applied theory the focus on stationary strategies allows for clean, unobstructed analysis of the influence of the state variables, that stationary strategies substantially reduce the number of parameters to be estimated in dynamic (econometric) models, and that stationary models can be simulated efficiently.

3 When there is just one competitive state

In this section we consider the situation where there is one competitive state, in which firms have an equal market share. We start with the symmetric case where the (exogenously given) probabilities to reach the (absorbing) monopolistic states are equal for the firms. This case is graphically illustrated in Figure 1. The case with asymmetric transition probabilities is considered at the end of this section in order to provide more insight in the incentives (behavioral motives) of the firms.

Obviously, considered as a one-shot game (or when the firms are myopic: $\delta = 0$), there is a unique Nash equilibrium in dominant actions in which both firms choose the high price. Since this equilibrium leads to the highest payoff in the payoff matrix, the Folk theorem implies that this is also the only Nash equilibrium payoff when this game is played repeatedly. This
particular situation is induced when \( p \), the probability to transit to a monopolistic state in case of unequal prices, is zero. Things change drastically however when this probability is positive. The following proposition provides for all possible values of \( h, \ell, p, \) and \( \delta \) a complete specification of the stationary subgame-perfect equilibria. The notation \([x; y]\) refers to the situation where firm 1 (2) plays action \( H \) with probability \( x(y) \). We also use \([H; H]\) and \([L; L]\) to indicate strategy pairs \([1; 1]\) and \([0; 0]\) respectively.

**Proposition 1.** The stationary subgame-perfect equilibria are as given in Table 1. In this

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>discount factor</th>
<th>symmetric and pure</th>
<th>symmetric and mixed</th>
<th>asymmetric and pure</th>
<th>asymmetric and mixed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(0 \leq \delta &lt; \delta_1)</td>
<td>([1; 1])</td>
<td>([\sigma^+; \sigma^+] = [\sigma^-; \sigma^-])</td>
<td>([\sigma^+; \sigma^-]) and ([\sigma^-; \sigma^+])</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\delta = \delta_1)</td>
<td>([1; 1])</td>
<td>([\sigma^+; \sigma^+]) and ([\sigma^-; \sigma^-])</td>
<td>([\sigma^+; \sigma^-]) and ([\sigma^-; \sigma^+])</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\delta_1 &lt; \delta &lt; \delta_2)</td>
<td>([\sigma^+; \sigma^+] = [1; 1])</td>
<td>([\sigma^-; \sigma^-] = [\frac{1}{2}; \frac{1}{2}])</td>
<td>([t; 1]) and ([1; t]) for (0 \leq t \leq \frac{1}{4})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\delta_2 &lt; \delta &lt; \delta_3)</td>
<td>([\sigma^-; \sigma^-])</td>
<td>([0; 1]) and ([1; 0])</td>
<td>([t; 0]) and ([0; t]) for (0 \leq t \leq 1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\delta = \delta_3)</td>
<td>([\sigma^-; \sigma^-] = [0; 0])</td>
<td>([t; 0]) and ([0; t]) for (0 \leq t \leq 1)</td>
<td>([0; 0])</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\delta_3 &lt; \delta &lt; 1)</td>
<td>([0; 0])</td>
<td>([0; 0])</td>
<td>([0; 0])</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The stationary subgame-perfect equilibria of the symmetric model with one competitive state.

The probabilities \(\sigma^+\) and \(\sigma^-\) are given by:

\[
\sigma^+ = \frac{(1-\delta)(h-\ell)+2p\delta h+\sqrt{(1-\delta)(h-\ell)+2p\delta h)^2-8(1-\delta)h((1-\delta)(h-\ell)-p\delta \ell)}}{4p\delta h}
\]

and

\[
\sigma^- = \frac{(1-\delta)(h-\ell)-2p\delta h-\sqrt{(1-\delta)(h-\ell)+2p\delta h)^2-8(1-\delta)h((1-\delta)(h-\ell)-p\delta \ell)}}{4p\delta h}.
\]

The three threshold values of the discount factor are given by:

\[
\delta_1 = \frac{(7h+\ell)(h+\ell)+2ph(h+\ell)-4ph\sqrt{h(2h-\ell)}}{(7h+\ell)(h+\ell)+4ph((1-p)h+\ell)}, \quad \delta_2 = \frac{h-\ell}{h-\ell+p \ell}, \quad \text{and} \quad \delta_3 = \frac{h-\ell}{h-\ell+p \ell}.
\]

Moreover, \(0 < \delta_1 < \delta_2 < \delta_3 < 1\).

Figure 1: The symmetric model with one competitive state.
Proof Given that the opponent selects the high price with probability $\sigma$ in a stationary fashion, the present values (derived from the Bellman equations) corresponding to the two pure stationary responses are:

$$
\begin{align*}
V_H &= \frac{1}{2}h + \delta \{\sigma V_H + (1 - \sigma)(1 - p)V_H\} \\
V_L &= \frac{1}{2}\ell + \delta \{\sigma(p\frac{h}{1-\delta} + (1 - p)V_L) + (1 - \sigma)V_L\}.
\end{align*}
$$

Solving this system yields

$$
V_H = \frac{h}{2(1 - \delta(1 - p + \sigma p))} \quad \text{and} \quad V_L = \frac{(1 - \delta)(\ell + 2\sigma p\delta h)}{2(1 - \delta(1 - \delta(1 - \sigma p)))}.
$$

If $V_H$ is larger/smaller than $V_L$, the firm’s optimal response is to adopt the high/low price. The firm is indifferent between the two prices precisely when $V_H = V_L$. The equation $V_H = V_L$ is quadratic in $\sigma$ and hence has at most two solutions in the unit interval. The solutions for $\sigma$ are precisely the values of $\sigma^+$ and $\sigma^-$ given in the proposition. The threshold values for the discount factor $\delta_1$, $\delta_2$, and $\delta_3$ are attained when $\sigma^+ = \sigma^-$, $\sigma^+ = 1$, and $\sigma^- = 0$ respectively. Since $h > \ell > 0$ and $p > 0$, we have $0 < \delta_1 < \delta_2 < \delta_3 < 1$. □

Despite having only a few number of parameters, the model possesses an interesting equilibrium pattern. Figure 2 graphically illustrates the equilibrium pattern for fixed values of $h$, $\ell$ and $p$ and different values of the discount factor $\delta$ (in the near–far direction). The stationary strategy of firm 1 (the row-player) is depicted on the vertical axis and that of firm 2 (the column-player) on the horizontal axis. Figure 3 highlights the symmetric equilibria with the

Figure 2: The stationary subgame-perfect equilibria of the symmetric model with one competitive state.

discount factor on the horizontal axis and the common stationary strategy of firms 1 and 2 on the vertical axis.
Figure 3: The symmetric stationary subgame-perfect equilibria of the symmetric model with one competitive state.

From the proposition and both figures it becomes apparent that the existence of a particular type of equilibrium heavily depends on the precise value of the discount factor. It is the discount factor that influences the tradeoff between current profits (harvesting incentive) and future market share (investment incentive). For each of the seven configurations listed in the proposition, the corresponding incentive and best response structures and resulting equilibrium configurations are illustrated in Appendix A in detail.

Offensive motives to set a low price are totally absent when the opponent sets the low price with probability one and are increasing in the probability by which the opponent selects the high price. For defensive motives the opposite holds: they are absent when the opponent sets the high price with probability one and are increasing in the probability by which the opponent sets the low price. Both motives mutually play a role in the best response for a firm when the opponent randomizes its pricing decision and become more substantial when the discount factor and hence the investment incentives increase.

For low values of the discount factor \(\delta < \delta_1\), none of the firms regards an opportunity of monopolization sufficiently attractive to forego current profits; neither would any of the firms ever set a low price in order to prevent monopolization by the opponent. The low discount factor simply eliminates any interest in future market share: the investment incentives are too weak to provide an incentive for aggressive pricing. This results in a unique stationary subgame-perfect equilibrium in which both firms exploit installed market share by setting a high price.

For sufficiently large discount factors \(\delta > \delta_2\), the high price outcome \([H; H]\) fails to be an equilibrium, although it is the unique (subgame-perfect) Nash equilibrium prediction of the one shot game (when \(\delta = 0\)) and the repeated game (when \(p = 0\)).

For high values of the discount factor \(\delta > \delta_3\), both firms select the low price. Both the offensive and the defensive motive apply here: firms would grasp any opportunity for monopolization and would prevent against any hostile attempt for monopolization. The high discount factor has changed the firms’ focus totally towards future market share. This results in a unique stationary subgame-perfect equilibrium in which both firms set a low price.

For intermediate values of the discount factor \(\delta_1 < \delta < \delta_3\), firms do not possess a dom-
inant strategy and may consider both prices a feasible action to choose. Although offensive and defensive motives are mutually in force and even interact, the decisive motive for setting a low price appears to change in a subtle manner at $\delta = \delta_2$.

For intermediate values of the discount factor less than $\delta_2$, firms respond to high prices with high prices. This indicates that in the ideal situation to conduct an offensive act, firms would refuse to do so. This explains the persistence of the high price outcome as an equilibrium. Moreover, firms also respond to low prices with high prices. This indicates that in the most threatening situation, firms do not protect current market share: the firm accommodates a fight by the opponent. However, firms do respond with the low price in case the opponent chooses the high price with a probability larger than $\sigma^-$ but less than $\sigma^+$. When the probability exceeds $\sigma^+$, the probability on the opponent’s success in achieving a monopoly position is not sufficiently threatening and the defensive motives have become insignificant. When the probability falls below $\sigma^-$, the own probability on a successful monopolization becomes too small to offset the costs of an immediate loss in profits and the offensive motives have become insignificant. This explains the four mixed equilibria that result from the combinations of mixing with $\sigma^-$ and $\sigma^+$.

For intermediate values of the discount factor larger than $\delta_2$, firms respond to high prices with low prices, which clearly hints at an offensive act. Once the opponent chooses the low price with a probability sufficiently large (larger than $1 - \sigma^-$), once again the probability of acquiring the dominant position becomes too small to continue fighting. This precisely explains the existence of the two asymmetric pure equilibria: high prices are responded by low prices, and vice versa. In addition, there is one symmetric mixed equilibrium where both firms choose the high price with the probability that makes the opponent indifferent between attacking or not.

**Corollary 2.** High price equilibria do only exist for low values of the discount factor ($\delta \leq \delta_2$) and low price equilibria only for high discount factors ($\delta \geq \delta_3$). Moreover, these equilibria never co-exist and there is a proper interval of discount values ($\delta \in (\delta_2, \delta_3)$) for which neither of these two outcomes constitutes an equilibrium.

Although these statements are formulated as a corollary to Proposition 1, they refer to general properties of our framework. The generalization of these statements are the topic of Section 5.

Notice that the behavioral implications of our model oppose that of the standard literature where high prices (collusion) are only sustainable for high discount factors. The main cause of this conversion of implications is the flip in time-tradeoff. In contrast to our framework, in the standard models of repeated price competition with application of trigger strategies the lower (undercutting) price results in a capturing of the entire market and hence higher instantaneous profit, but in a lower future profit due to the reversal to profit eroding price competition. Our findings show that the main insights from textbook models are not valid in presence of demand inertia (consumers need time to learn about (differences in) prices), consumer loyalty,
switching costs, or short-term contracts when no overly sophisticated behavior like threats or triggers are assumed. Notice that high prices are even not sustainable as an equilibrium by means of trigger strategies for sufficiently high discount factors when \( p > \frac{h-\ell}{2h-\ell} \).  

For discount factors between the threshold values \( \delta_1 \) and \( \delta_3 \), equilibria exist that imply monopolization in the long run. There are three types of equilibria in which such monopolization is possible: asymmetric equilibria in pure strategies when \( \delta \in [\delta_2, \delta_3] \), symmetric ones in mixed strategies when \( \delta \in [\delta_1, \delta_3] \), and asymmetric ones in mixed strategies when \( \delta \in (\delta_1, \delta_2] \cup \{\delta_3\} \).

**Corollary 3.** Monopolization can occur on the equilibrium path unless the discount factor is very low or very high (\( \delta_2 \leq \delta \leq \delta_3 \)).

There are two factors in our model that are related to the liquidity of the market, i.e. the difficulty of attracting extra demand. First, the probability of going to another state \( p \) is an indicator of the likelihood that a price reduction will succeed in attracting more demand and could be seen as a measure of consumer loyalty. We see that a decrease of \( p \) towards zero induces an increase in \( \delta_2 \) and \( \delta_3 \) to one and hence the maximum value of the discount factor for which we only have a stationary subgame-perfect equilibrium with high prices. Second, the difference between the high and low immediate profits \( h - \ell \) is an indicator of the minimum investment necessary to get any consumers moving and could be seen as a measure of the importance of switching costs. We see that a decrease of \( h - \ell \) towards zero induces a decrease in \( \delta_2 \) and \( \delta_3 \) towards zero and hence the minimum value of the discount factor for which we only have a stationary subgame-perfect equilibrium with low prices. Thus, when consumer loyalty is high or when high switching costs are involved, firms may be expected to set high prices. Moreover, when \( \ell \) vanishes \( \delta_3 \) gradually increases to one and hence the minimum value of the discount factor for which we only have a stationary subgame-perfect equilibrium with low prices. The following corollary summarizes these equilibrium properties for limiting cases of our model.

**Corollary 4.** (i) \([H; H]\) is the unique equilibrium if \( p = 0 \). (ii) \([L; L]\) is the unique equilibrium if \( h = \ell \). (iii) \([L; L]\) never constitutes an equilibrium if \( \ell = 0 \).

The first statement in the corollary implies that only high prices are chosen when monopolization is impossible by construction and hence investment incentives have disappeared. The second statement indicates that when harvesting incentives disappear only low prices are chosen. Finally, the third statement indicates that when the low price is associated with marginal cost pricing, the best response to the opponent setting the low price is to set the high price.

\[^{4}\text{Proof.}\] Suppose \( \delta > \delta_3 \equiv \frac{h-\ell}{2h-\ell} \) such that in case of a deviation firms can revert to the unique stationary subgame-perfect equilibrium \([L; L]\). Now, \([H; H]\) is sustainable as a subgame-perfect Nash equilibrium if and only if \( \frac{1}{2} h \frac{1}{\delta_3} \geq \frac{1}{2} \ell + \delta (p h \frac{1}{2} + (1 - p) \frac{1}{2} \ell \frac{1}{1 - 2}) \); or equivalently \( \delta \leq \delta^* \equiv \frac{h-\ell}{2h-\ell} \). Hence, \([H; H]\) is not sustainable as an equilibrium when \( \delta > \max \{\delta_3, \delta^*\} \). For this condition to be feasible, \( \delta^* \) should be less than 1, which is the case if and only if \( p > \frac{h-\ell}{2h-\ell} \).
The following example discusses comparative statics properties of the symmetric stationary subgame-perfect equilibrium when a small asymmetry in the exogenous monopolization strategies is introduced.

**Example (asymmetric monopolization probabilities)** Take as parameter specifications $h = 5$, $\ell = 3$, $p = 0.25$, and $\delta = 0.6713$ (as in the fifth case in Appendix A). In the unique symmetric stationary subgame-perfect equilibrium both firms choose the high price with probability 0.1440. Every period each firm has a probability of 0.0308 to obtain a monopoly position in the subsequent period. Moreover, each firm has a present value of 5.29.

Next, we consider the asymmetric situation where the exogenously given probability to become monopolist in case of solely opting for the low price increases to 0.3 for firm 1. The equilibrium moves to the event where firm 1 chooses the high price with probability 0.0437 and firm 2 chooses this price with probability 0.1084. Now, every period firm 1 has a probability of 0.0312 to obtain a monopoly position in the subsequent period, while this probability is 0.0097 for firm 2. Moreover, the present value of firm 1 decreases to 5.23 while that of firm 2 decreases to 4.80.

We see that in response to an increase in firm 1’s exogenously given probability on a successful monopolization, both firms increase the probability by which they select the low price—this increase being more substantial for firm 1 than for firm 2. For firm 1 the motive is clearly offensive, while for firm 2 the motive is defensive. Only for firm 1 the increase in competitiveness leads to an increase in the probability of becoming monopolist in the subsequent period; for firm 2 it even decreases. Both firms do suffer from the increase in competitiveness in terms of present value.

We close this section with one more example in which the asymmetry in the previous example is pushed to the extreme. This extreme case disentangles the offensive and defensive motives for aggressive pricing behavior, since for each of the firms one of the motives is excluded by construction.

**Example (offensive versus defensive motives)** Suppose the probability of a successful monopolization for firm 1 when it sets a lower price is equal to one, while for firm 2 this probability is zero. In this situation, by construction, firm 1 only opts for the low price out of offensive motives, while firm 2 only opts for the low price out of defensive reasons. Table 2 provides a specification of the equilibria corresponding to all different values of the discount factor.

First, firm 1 will always respond to a low price with a high price. Hence, $[L; L]$ does not constitute an equilibrium for any value of the discount factor; in particular also not for values near 1. The intuition behind this is as follows. By setting the low price, firm 2 eliminates any opportunity for firm 1 to monopolize the market and thereby firm 1’s offensive motives for setting the low price. Since there is, by construction, also no defensive motive for firm 1
to opt for the low price, firm 1 will never respond to a low price with a low price. Second, we see that the firm with offensive intentions (firm 1) turns to a low price already for lower values of the discount factor than the firm with defensive intentions (firm 2). Third, the probability by which firm 1 (firm 2) sets the high price increases (decreases) to one (zero) when the discount factor approaches one. Hence, for high discount factors, the firm that can lose clientele behaves more aggressively in order to defend itself against this threat.

4 Market share dynamics

Due to the absorbing nature of the monopolistic states, the three state model of the previous section does not facilitate any market share dynamics. Therefore, in this section, we will consider the symmetric model with five states as presented in Figure 4. In addition to the state where both firms have equal market share and the two monopoly states, there are two states where both firms have positive but different market shares. From these states, both the state with equal market share and the state where the firm with larger market share obtains a monopoly position are reachable. The additional feature captured in this five state model relative to the three state model is that competitive play continues once the firms leave the symmetric state in which they both serve half of the market. In other words, when the balance is broken and one firm has acquired a dominant position, it is possible for the dominated firm to recapture the lost market share.

We restrict our attention to the symmetric pure stationary subgame-perfect equilibria, where a pair of stationary strategies is called symmetric if for all states the firms’ actions specified by the strategy are mirrored when market shares are mirrored. By \([xyz]\) we denote the symmetric pair of strategies where firm 1 (2) chooses action \(x, y\) and \(z\) \((z, y\) and \(x)\) in state \((\frac{1}{2}, \frac{3}{4})\), \((\frac{1}{2}, \frac{1}{2})\) and \((\frac{3}{4}, \frac{1}{2})\) respectively.

There are three types of equilibria: equilibria in which no state transitions occur \([LLL], [HHH], [LHL]\ and \([HLH])\), equilibria in which firms move to equal market shares \([LLH]\ and \([LHH])\) and equilibria that push the market to monopoly \([HLL]\ and \([HHL])\). The following three propositions, each deal with one of these equilibrium types. All equilibria have in common that the symmetric state is ‘strategically absorbing’, meaning that given the equilibrium strategies play never leaves the symmetric state once it has been reached. This
is inherent to the restriction to symmetric pure stationary subgame-perfect equilibria.

**Proposition 5.** Symmetric pure stationary subgame-perfect equilibria in which all states are strategically absorbing exist when the conditions in Table 3 are met.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Market share 0.25</th>
<th>Market share 0.5</th>
<th>Market share 0.75</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[HHH]</td>
<td>$\delta \leq \frac{h-\ell}{h-\ell+q}$</td>
<td>$\delta \leq \frac{2(h-\ell)+p}{2(h-\ell)+p+q}$</td>
<td>$\delta \leq \frac{3(h-\ell)+q}{3(h-\ell)+q+p}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[LLL]</td>
<td>$\delta \geq \frac{h-\ell}{h-\ell+q}$</td>
<td>$\delta \geq \frac{2(h-\ell)+p}{2(h-\ell)+p+q}$</td>
<td>$\delta \geq \frac{3(h-\ell)+q}{3(h-\ell)+q+p}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[HLH]</td>
<td>$\delta \leq \frac{2(h-\ell)}{2(h-\ell)+p(h-\ell+q)}$</td>
<td>$\delta \leq \frac{3(h-\ell)+q}{3(h-\ell)+q+p}$</td>
<td>$\delta \leq \frac{4(h-\ell)+q+p}{4(h-\ell)+q+p+q}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[LHL]</td>
<td>$\delta \geq \frac{2(h-\ell)}{2(h-\ell)+p(h-\ell+q)}$</td>
<td>$\delta \geq \frac{3(h-\ell)+q}{3(h-\ell)+q+p}$</td>
<td>$\delta \geq \frac{4(h-\ell)+q+p}{4(h-\ell)+q+p+q}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: All states are strategically absorbing.

**Proof** Consider the symmetric strategy profile [LLL]. For this profile to be an equilibrium no firm should have an incentive to deviate to the high price in any state. So, when a firm has a market share of $\frac{1}{4}$, the condition $\frac{h-\ell}{h-\ell+q} \geq \frac{1}{4}$ should be satisfied. This condition is equivalent to $\delta \geq \frac{h-\ell}{h-\ell+q}$, the first inequality in the table. The conditions corresponding to market shares $\frac{1}{2}$ and $\frac{3}{4}$ and for the other profiles in this table and those of the next two propositions are obtained in a similar fashion.

The conditions in the table reveal that an equilibrium in which in all states low (high) prices are charged exists when the discount factor is sufficiently high (low). Since the symmetric state is strategically absorbing, the situation in the asymmetric states is strategically equivalent to that in the symmetric state of the three state model of the previous section. Therefore, an explanation of the existence of the other two equilibria for intermediate values of the discount factor boils down to a repetition of earlier arguments.

**Proposition 6.** Symmetric pure stationary subgame-perfect equilibria in which state dynamics drives to the strategically absorbing symmetric state exist precisely when the conditions in
Table 4 are met.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Market share 0.25</th>
<th>Market share 0.5</th>
<th>Market share 0.75</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>([LHH]) \quad \delta \geq \frac{h - \ell}{h - \ell + q\delta} \quad \delta \leq \frac{2(h - \ell)}{2(h - \ell)(1 - \delta) + p\delta} \quad \delta \leq \frac{3(h - \ell)}{3(h - \ell) + q\delta}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([LLH]) \quad \delta \geq \frac{h - \ell}{h - \ell + 2(2l - h)} \quad \delta \geq \frac{2(h - \ell)}{2(h - \ell)(1 - \delta) + p\delta} \quad \delta \leq \frac{3(h - \ell)}{3(h - \ell) + q\delta}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Only the symmetric state is absorbing.

We see that equilibria with a tendency to induce equal market share only exist for intermediate values of the discount factor. In these equilibria, the firms opt for the high (low) price when they have the higher (smaller) market share. This implies that in asymmetric states, the firm with the lower market share has a strong incentive to attack (low price is a best response to high price), while the firm with the larger market share has no incentive to defend (high price is a best response to low price). Notice, however, that the conditions for these profiles to be an equilibrium in the symmetric state are mutually exclusive and hence never co-exist as an equilibrium.

**Proposition 7.** Symmetric pure stationary subgame-perfect equilibria that push state dynamics to monopolization exist precisely when the conditions in Table 5 are met. In the table, * and ** refer to the solutions to the quadratic inequalities

\[
\frac{1}{2} h \frac{1}{1 - \delta} \geq \left( \frac{1}{2} h + \delta p \frac{1}{1 - \delta} h \frac{1}{1 - \delta(1 - q)} \right) \frac{1}{1 - \delta(1 - p)}
\]

and

\[
\frac{1}{2} h \frac{1}{1 - \delta} \geq \left( \frac{1}{2} h + \delta p \left( \frac{1}{2} \delta + q \frac{1}{1 - \delta} h \right) \frac{1}{1 - \delta(1 - q)} \right) \frac{1}{1 - \delta(1 - p)}
\]

respectively.

Like those of the previous proposition, equilibria with a tendency to induce monopolization only exist for intermediate values of the discount factor. In these equilibria, the firms opt for the low (high) price when they have the higher (smaller) market share. This implies that in asymmetric states, the firm with the higher market share has a strong incentive to fight for the monopoly position (low price is a best response to high price), while the firm with the smaller market share winks (high price is a best response to low price). Given the behavior in the asymmetric competitive states, leaving the symmetric state implies monopolization (sooner or later). Strategically the situation in the symmetric state is therefore not different from that in the model with one competitive state. From this we can conclude that the profiles
[HHL] and [HLL] only constitute an equilibrium for sufficiently low and respectively high discount factors and never co-exist as an equilibrium.

On basis of the propositions we can formulate the following corollary, which is parallel to Corollary 2.

**Corollary 8.** High price equilibria ([HHH]) do only exist for low values of the discount factor and low price equilibria ([LLL]) only for high discount factors. For very low (high) values of the discount factor, the high (low) price equilibrium is unique. Moreover, these equilibria never co-exist and there is a non-degenerate interval of discount values for which none of these two outcomes constitutes an equilibrium.

The following corollary summarizes some properties for limiting cases of the five state model and are easily verified by substitution of the respective limit values in the conditions within the propositions.

**Corollary 9.** (i) There is no equilibrium in which a firm plays action L when its market share is \( \frac{1}{2} \) if \( p = 0 \). (ii) There is no equilibrium in which a firm plays action L when its market share is \( \frac{3}{4} \) if \( q = 0 \). (iii) There is no equilibrium in which a firm plays action L when its market share is \( \frac{1}{4} \) if \( r = 0 \). (iv) [LLL] is the unique equilibrium if \( h = \ell \). (v) There is no equilibrium in which there is a state where both firms choose action L if \( \ell = 0 \).

The first statement implies that firms harvest when an increase in market share is impossible for both firms. The condition in the second (third) statement implies that monopolization (return to the symmetric state) is impossible. Therefore, the only reason for the larger (smaller) firm to set a low price is to avoid loss of market share. However, the threat of loss in market share is only applicable if the opponent with the smaller (larger) market share would set a low price. But, in anticipation of the opponent protecting its high (low) market share, in absence of the possibility to lose market share, the smaller (larger) firm will set a high price. Hence, in equilibrium the larger (smaller) firm will never choose the low price with probability one. The fourth statement indicates that when harvesting incentives disappear only low prices are chosen. Finally, the fifth statement indicates that when the low price is associated with marginal cost pricing, regardless of the state, the best response to the opponent setting the low price is to set the high price.

We finish this section by two examples that reveal interesting market share dynamics to be embodied by the model with five states. The first example focusses on market share dynamics that induces a monopoly with probability one in the long-run; the second example focusses on enduring market share fluctuations to be possible.

**Example (monopolization)** In general, the market share dynamics induces a monopolistic market in the long-run when the (symmetrically behaving) firms randomize their action in the symmetric state and choose action H (L) with positive probability when they have the smaller (larger) market share in the asymmetric states.
One configuration of parameters for which such behavior is part of a stationary subgame-perfect equilibrium is when $h = 5$, $\ell = 3.25$, $p = 0.5$, $q = 0.15$, $r = 0.75$ and $\delta = 0.7$. In fact, there is an equilibrium in which firms select the high price with probability $0.5716$, $0.0427$ and $0.1099$ when the market share is $0.25$, $0.50$ and $0.75$ respectively. Figure 5 presents the Markov chain generated by this equilibrium.

Since firms randomize their action in each state, market shares may fluctuate and stagnate for a while, but inevitably reach one of the absorbing monopolistic states. One property that is easily derived from this Markov chain is that when the process starts in an asymmetric state, the probability that it is the firm with the larger installed base that will ultimately end up as monopolist equals $0.8418$.\hfill\Diamond

**Example (enduring market share fluctuations)** In general, the market share dynamics induces enduring market share fluctuations when the (symmetrically behaving) firms randomize their action in the symmetric state and choose action $L$ with positive probability when it has the smaller market share and choose action $H$ with positive probability when it has the larger market share in the asymmetric states, with at least one of these probabilities being equal to one.

One configuration of parameters for which such behavior is part of a stationary subgame-perfect equilibrium is when $h = 5$, $\ell = 3$, $p = 0.7$, $q = 0.4$, $r = 0.5$ and $\delta = 0.65$. In fact, there is an equilibrium in which firms select the high price with probability $0.0000$, $0.7854$ and $1.0000$ when the market share is $0.25$, $0.50$ and $0.75$ respectively. Figure 6 presents the Markov chain generated by this equilibrium.

Since firms randomize their action in the symmetric state, a transition to one of the asymmetric states is expected to materialize in finite time. Once an asymmetric state is reached, the firm with the smaller market share starts fighting for gaining back the lost market share, which the firm with the larger market share accommodates. As a result, the process will eventually return to the state with equal market shares. The invariant distribution
over states predicts the system to be in the symmetric state with probability 0.6793 in the long-run; with the remaining probability mass the system resists in one of the asymmetric states, each with equal probability.

5 Generalization of equilibrium properties

In the previous sections, we examined pure stationary subgame-perfect equilibria on a small number of competitive states and derived conditions for their existence in terms of the discount factor. A special emphasis was placed on high price and low price equilibria, in which firms set the high price or respectively the low price in every state. In this section, we extend our investigation to the situation where the competition between firms is taking place on an arbitrary number of equidistant states \( s_0, s_1, \ldots, s_K \), where \( s_k \) is the state in which firms 1 and 2 have market shares \( k \frac{1}{K} \) and \( 1 - k \frac{1}{K} \) respectively. The transition probabilities when the firms choose different prices are only assumed to be positive. This means that our analysis also includes asymmetric situations.

**Proposition 10.** Assume that two pure stationary subgame-perfect equilibria co-exist for a certain discount factor. Then, it cannot be the case that in one equilibrium, both firms set the high prices in two neighboring competitive states, whereas in the other equilibrium, both firms set the low prices in these two states.

**Proof** Consider two pairs of pure stationary strategies \( \sigma = (\sigma^1, \sigma^2) \) and \( \tau = (\tau^1, \tau^2) \) and two neighboring competitive states \( s_k \) and \( s_{k+1} \). Assume that \( \sigma \) prescribes the high price for both firms in \( s_k \) and \( s_{k+1} \), whereas \( \tau \) prescribes the low price for both firms in \( s_k \) and \( s_{k+1} \).

We show that \( \sigma \) and \( \tau \) cannot co-exist as equilibria for any discount factor. Due to symmetry, we may assume that \( k \leq \frac{K}{2} \).

With regard to \( \sigma \), firm 1’s discounted profit with starting state \( s_k \) is \( \frac{k}{K} h \frac{1}{1-\delta} \). If firm 1 deviates at the first period by setting the low price in state \( s_k \) and continues with \( \sigma^1 \) afterwards, then its discounted profit becomes \( \frac{k}{K} \ell + \delta [p \frac{k+1}{K} h \frac{1}{1-\delta} + (1-p) \frac{k}{K} h \frac{1}{1-\delta}] \), where \( p \) denotes the transition probability from state \( s_k \) to state \( s_{k+1} \) when firm 1 sets a lower price than firm 2 in state \( s_k \). For \( \sigma \) to be an equilibrium, this deviation by firm 1 should not be profitable, which is exactly the case when \( \delta \leq \tilde{\delta} \equiv \frac{k(h-\ell)}{k(h-\ell)+ph} \).

With regard to \( \tau \), firm 2’s discounted profit with starting state \( s_k \) is \( \frac{K-k}{K} \ell \frac{1}{1-\delta} \). If firm 2 deviates at the first period by setting the high price in state \( s_k \) and continues with \( \tau^2 \) afterwards, then his discounted profit becomes \( \frac{K-k}{K} h + \delta [p \frac{K-k-1}{K} \ell \frac{1}{1-\delta} + (1-p) \frac{K-k}{K} \ell \frac{1}{1-\delta}] \). For \( \tau \) to be an equilibrium, this deviation by firm 2 should not be profitable, which is exactly the case when \( \delta \geq \bar{\delta} \equiv \frac{(K-k)(h-\ell)}{(K-k)(h-\ell)+p\ell} \).

\(^5\)Here we apply the one-shot deviation principle, which states that for the verification of a certain strategy profile to constitute an equilibrium, for all histories (including time and current state) only the impact of one-period deviations have to be considered.
Since $h > \ell$ and $k \leq \frac{K}{2}$ by assumption, it is easily verified that $\delta < \delta'$, and therefore there is no discount factor $\delta$ for which both $\sigma$ and $\tau$ constitute an equilibrium. \hfill \Box

The next result follows immediately from the previous proposition (for at least two competitive states) and Corollary 2 (for just one competitive state).

**Corollary 11.** High price equilibria ($[HH\cdots H]$) and low price ($[LL\cdots L]$) equilibria cannot co-exist for any discount factor.

We noticed in the previous sections that high price equilibria corresponded to low discount factors, whereas low price equilibria to high discount factors. This holds true in general, as stated in the next proposition.

**Proposition 12.** There exist threshold values $\delta_1$, $\delta_2$ and $\delta_3$ for the discount factor such that $0 < \delta_1 \leq \delta_2 < \delta_3$ and the following properties hold:

1. A high price equilibrium ($[HH\cdots H]$) exists precisely when the discount factor is at most $\delta_2$. Furthermore, if the discount factor is below $\delta_1$, then the high price equilibrium is the unique (stationary) subgame-perfect equilibrium.

2. A low price equilibrium ($[LL\cdots L]$) exists precisely when the discount factor is at least $\delta_3$.

**Proof.** In view of Corollary 11, we only need to show that there exist positive thresholds $\delta_1$, $\delta_2$ and $\delta_3$ with the above properties. Let $\sigma^H_i$ and $\sigma^L_i$ respectively denote the high price strategy and the low price strategy for firm $i$.

1. *The existence of $\delta_1$.** When $\delta = 0$, the firms are myopic and choosing the high price is a strictly dominant action in every state. Due to continuity, the high price remains a strictly dominant action on a proper interval $[0, \delta_1]$ of discount factors, and hence $(\sigma^H_1, \sigma^H_2)$ is the unique stationary subgame-perfect equilibrium for all $\delta \in [0, \delta_1]$.

2. *The existence of $\delta_2$.** It is sufficient to show that if $(\sigma^H_1, \sigma^H_2)$ constitutes an equilibrium for a certain discount factor, then $(\sigma^H_1, \sigma^H_2)$ remains an equilibrium for lower discount factors. So, assume that $(\sigma^H_1, \sigma^H_2)$ is an equilibrium for some discount factor $\delta > 0$. With respect to $(\sigma^H_1, \sigma^H_2)$, firm 1’s discounted profit when the starting state is the competitive state $s_k$ equals $V(\delta) = \frac{k}{\delta}h_{1-\delta}$. If firm 1 deviates at the first period by setting the low price and continues with $\sigma^H_1$ afterwards, then firm 1’s discounted profit becomes $V'(\delta) = \frac{k}{\delta} \ell + \delta[p^{k+1}h_{1-\delta} + (1-p)^k h_{1-\delta}]$, where $p$ denotes the transition probability from state $s_k$ to state $s_{k+1}$ when firm 1 sets the low price and firm 2 sets the high price in state $s_k$. Since $(\sigma^H_1, \sigma^H_2)$ is an equilibrium for discount factor $\delta$, this deviation by firm 1 cannot be profitable and we must have $V(\delta) \geq V'(\delta)$. One can verify that this implies $V(\delta') \geq V'(\delta')$ for every discount factor $\delta'$ below $\delta$. This means that this deviation by firm 1 is not profitable even for discount factors below $\delta$. Consequently, based on the one-deviation principle, $\sigma^H_1$ is a best response to $\sigma^H_2$.\hfill \Box
and similarly, $\sigma_H^2$ is a best response to $\sigma_H^1$ for discount factors at most $\delta$. Therefore, $(\sigma_H^1, \sigma_H^2)$ constitutes an equilibrium for all discount factors below $\delta$.

3. **The existence of $\delta_3$.** First we prove that $(\sigma_L^1, \sigma_L^2)$ is an equilibrium for sufficiently large discount factors. With respect to $(\sigma_L^1, \sigma_L^2)$ and some discount factor $\delta$, firm 1’s discounted profit when the starting state is a competitive state $s_k$ equals $\frac{k}{K} \ell \frac{1}{1-\delta}$. If firm 1 deviates at the first period by setting the high price and continues with $\sigma_L^1$ afterwards, then his discounted profit becomes $\frac{k}{K} h + \delta [p \frac{k-1}{K} \ell \frac{1}{1-\delta} + (1 - p) \frac{k}{K} \ell \frac{1}{1-\delta}]$, where $p$ denotes the transition probability from state $s_k$ to state $s_{k-1}$ when firm 1 sets the high price and firm 2 sets the low price in state $s_k$. Since the latter amount is smaller for large $\delta$, we may conclude that this deviation by firm 1 is not profitable for large discount factors. Consequently, based on the one-deviation principle, $\sigma_L^1$ is a best response to $\sigma_L^2$, and similarly, $\sigma_L^2$ is a best response to $\sigma_L^1$ for large discount factors. Therefore, $(\sigma_L^1, \sigma_L^2)$ is an equilibrium for sufficiently large discount factors. One can check, similarly to the part in 2., that if $(\sigma_L^1, \sigma_L^2)$ constitutes an equilibrium for a certain discount factor, then $(\sigma_L^1, \sigma_L^2)$ remains an equilibrium for all higher discount factors. This completes the proof. □

In view of the previous proposition, low price strategies constitute a stationary subgame-perfect equilibrium for sufficiently large discount factors. However, this equilibrium is not necessarily unique, and there can be other subgame-perfect equilibria even in terms of pure stationary strategies. One can verify that if there are four states ($K = 3$) and the transition probabilities, when the firms choose different prices, are all equal, then $[LH]$ is also a symmetric equilibrium for large discount factors (when $h > 3\ell$).

6 Concluding remarks

Our model assumes that consumers are either unable or unwilling to switch firms collectively and immediately when faced with a price difference. This implies that firms are unable to immediately increase demand and profit by decreasing their price. Markets in which it is likely to expect that a price decrease by one of the firms does not lead to an immediate capturing of all demand are those where some or all consumers face (high) switching costs. Klemperer (1989) and Beggs and Klemperer (1992) have identified a few industries in which this is likely: the computer industry (once you have familiarized yourself with one producer’s system, you might be unwilling to change to another’s) and the banking market (it might be quite a hassle to change one’s account to another bank). Other markets that are likely to see such consumer behavior are those in which it might be hard for consumers to immediately become aware of price differences. For instance, it might be difficult for consumers to notice emerged price differences between the supermarket they usually visit and other alternatives in the neighborhood. Finally, loyalty, consumptive externalities, or the presence of (yearly) contracts are alternative reasons for consumers not to switch en masse and immediately. Our model captures all these situations and therefore the behavioral implications of our results.
are applicable to these markets.

However, it are not only the assumptions on demand side characteristics that drive our results on pricing behavior, but it is the particular time-tradeoff induced by these assumptions that matters. Our results seem to apply to any industry that is characterized with strategic decisions having immediate cost consequences and potential future benefits. For example, the particular time-tradeoff manifests in high-tech industries where firms constantly are exposed to decisions to invest in innovative research and development. In our model, the actions in the competitive states are then to be interpreted as high and low R&D investments and the transition probabilities then represent the likelihood that an investment leads to a successful innovation and an increased attractiveness of the evolved product. As long as the time-tradeoff is preserved our results seem to be robust to an extension to more firms or to a relaxation of the equidistance assumption for the state space. Finally, one yet unnoticed, but remarkable, feature of our model is that no assumptions on product homogeneity or heterogeneity were made; the consequences of price differences are directly translated in the state payoffs and transition probabilities.

An interesting question from a policy maker’s perspective is whether market conditions can be regulated in such a way that low prices are implemented. Any policy that facilitates creation of a dominant market position (monopolization), for instance via reduction of switching costs, leads to a decrease in the minimum discount factor for which low prices result. Such a policy may not actually implement a monopolistic market structure, the mere fact that a monopoly position is possible and reachable (for all firms in the market) is what triggers aggressive pricing. From that viewpoint it seems unwise to use government bailouts since this would at the least decrease the perceived probability of bankruptcy and hence monopoly. Also restrictive antitrust policies would lead to a low probability of actually reaching a dominant market position or even monopoly. These policies would then have an upward effect on prices in equilibrium.
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A Incentives, best responses and equilibria

In this appendix we illustrate the different incentive and best response structures and resulting equilibrium configurations of our three state model. We fix the following parameters: \( h = 5, \) \( \ell = 3, \) \( p = 0.25 \) From this we can derive the three threshold values of the discount factor: \( \delta_1 = 0.6052, \delta_2 = 0.6154, \delta_3 = 0.7273. \) The next seven figures present the seven possible cases that can arise depending on the actual discount factor. The left graph in the figure provides the corresponding incentive structure, where on the vertical axis we plot the normalized present value: \( \bar{V} = (1 - \delta)V \) (the weighted average expected profit of playing the respective stationary strategies). The middle and right graphs display the resulting best response correspondence and equilibrium configuration respectively.

Figure 7: \( \delta = 0.3026 < \delta_1. \)

Figure 8: \( \delta = 0.6052 = \delta_1; \sigma_- = \sigma_+ = 0.7609. \)

Figure 9: \( \delta = 0.6103 \in (\delta_1, \delta_2); \sigma_- = 0.5763, \sigma_+ = 0.9345. \)
Figure 10: $\delta = 0.6154 = \delta_2$; $\sigma_- = 0.5000$, $\sigma_+ = 1.0000$.

Figure 11: $\delta = 0.6713 \in (\delta_2, \delta_3)$; $\sigma_- = 0.1439$.

Figure 12: $\delta = 0.7273 = \delta_3$; $\sigma_- = 0.0000$.

Figure 13: $\delta = 0.8636 > \delta_3$. 